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Uncertainty Intensified As Powell Supported a Faster Taper Amid Strong Inflation Pressures and Despite Renewed Virus Uncertainty on Europe's Wave and Omicron

Sovereign yields, particularly the front ends of global yield curves, had risen sharply in October as central banks took the first steps toward tightening policy, or signaled
they planned to do so soon, in response to rapid inflation persisting for longer than they had anticipated amid unrelenting supply chain bottlenecks. The follow-through on
those indications, however, was uneven and sometimes confusing. Australia’s central bank scrapped a yield cap at November’s meeting as expected, but officials pushed
back on market pricing for rate hikes in 2022. After admitting in October that supply chain issues were likely to last through most of 2022, ECB President Lagarde dug her
heels in, saying a rate hike next year is “very unlikely.” While the Bank of England said at the November meeting that rate hikes were likely “over coming months,” officials
surprised markets by not actually raising rates. Governor Bailey said markets had misinterpreted comments in October that led markets to price in a November rate hike.

Importantly, however, expectations for the Fed to begin normalizing policy were fulfilled and speculation they may be forced to do so more quickly than planned began to
grow. The Fed announced it would begin tapering asset purchases at a monthly pace of $15 billion in November and December with similar reductions expected in 2022
until no net purchases are made after June, assuming the economy evolves as they anticipate. In November's Statement, officials hedged their belief that strong inflation
will be transitory and Chair Powell said supply bottlenecks and high inflation are likely to last “well into” 2022. Starting to taper, he said, positioned policy to address a
“range of plausible outcomes.” While a quick moderation of inflation is presumably a “plausible” outcome, the consensus seemed to increasingly believe it was an unlikely
one. Market-based inflation expectations for over the next several years hit their highest levels in over a decade and the Minutes from the November Fed meeting showed
growing angst about inflation. Some officials said the pace of tapering may need to be hastened and rate hikes considered sooner than expected and many noted "elevated
inflation could prove more persistent." Notably, that meeting occurred before October's hotter-than-expected inflation data showed pressures continuing to broaden
beyond just sectors severely disrupted by the pandemic. Headline CPI inflation rose 0.9% in October and 6.2% from a year ago while the Fed's preferred PCE inflation
measure jumped from 4.4% to 5.0% and from 3.7% to 4.1% on a core basis. Those rates were the fastest since the early 1990s. And while other central banks proved less
hawkish than feared, inflation pressures in those countries remained strong. Producer price inflation in China was the strongest since 1995. Inflation in the U.K. was the
fastest in 10 years. Inflation hit an 18-year high in Canada. And core inflation in the Eurozone accelerated to a record pace. For the Fed specifically, the inflation dynamics
complicate the outlook. Hiring picked back up in October and initial jobless claims fell to the lowest level since 1969. While the Fed would prefer to allow the labor market's
recovery to continue, imbalances in labor supply have yet to correct and the labor market appears increasingly tight. Job openings remain near record highs and
unemployment continues to decline quickly, as the modest hiring trend outpaces the recovery of labor participation. Notably, wage growth remains firm.

The dynamics, particularly the CPI inflation data, had driven investors to expect more aggressive Fed tightening. By Thanksgiving, markets were priced for potentially three
rate increases next year. The 2-year and 5-year Treasury yields had both reached new cycle highs. The 10-year yield was more subdued, a reflection that tighter policy
would weigh on growth. Markets, however, were upended in late November by reports of a mutated virus strain identified by officials in South Africa. Many countries,
including the U.S., restricted travel to and from the region. Although it will take a couple of weeks to obtain data on the variant's severity and the effectiveness of current
vaccines, markets repriced sharply for increased uncertainty. Equities erased a monthly gain, oil prices crumbled, fed funds futures pared expectations for rate hikes, and
the Treasury curve flattened. The market's anxieties intensified on the final day of the month as Fed Chair Powell told a Senate committee that tapering was indeed likely
to be sped up and end "a few months sooner" than originally planned. While the variant poses a risk, "price increases have spread much more broadly" in recent months,
he said. At month's end, the 2-year yield was 6.8 bps higher while the 10-year yield had declined 10.8 bps, flattening the curve to its lowest level since early January.
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Australia's central
bank scrapped a 
short-maturity yield 
cap but pushed 
back on rate hike 
bets; ECB's Lagarde 
called a 2022 rate 
hike "very unlikely"

ISM Manufacturing index 
cooled less than expected (61.1 
to 60.8) on a drop in new 
orders; ISM Services Index 
jumped unexpectedly to a new 
all-time high on broadly 
stronger activity and persistent 
supply-chain issues

Bank of England
surprised markets by 
not hiking (after 
recent hawkish 
commentary) but 
hinted at rate hikes 
"over coming months"

Fed voted to start tapering in November; 
$15b/month expected with target completion 
in mid-June; however, left the door open to 
adjusting the pace and softened transitory 
inflation assessment; Powell expects supply 
issues and high inflation to last "well into" 
2022 and said policy is well positioned to 
address "range of plausible outcomes"

October's jobs report 
reflected solid demand 
(+531k vs +450k 
expected; +235k 2-
month revision) but 
lingering supply issues 
(flat participation); 
unemployment fell 
0.2% to 4.6% and wage 
growth remained brisk 
(+4.9% YoY)

Fed Gov. Quarles to 
resign at end of year; 
report said Gov. 
Brainard interviewed 
for Fed Chair

House passed the 
$550b bipartisan
infrastructure bill

China's PPI inflation 
rose to 13.5% (fastest 
since 1995); 
Germany's CPI rose 
to 4.6% (1997)

October's CPI report was surprisingly 
hot; headline +0.9%, +6.2% (fastest 
since 1990); core +0.6%, +4.6% (1991); 
energy and food were firm again and 
strength was broad across most core 
categories, including owners equivalent 
rents (2006); 5-year market-based 
inflation expectations jumped to 
highest in records since 2002

UM consumer sentiment fell 
unexpectedly to a 10-year low amid 
"escalating" inflation concerns

Job openings fell but remained high; 
layoffs rate remained at a record 
low; quits hit a record high

Retail sales were surprisingly strong in 
October: headline +1.7% (expected +1.4%), 
control group +1.6% (+0.9%); strength was 
broad across most categories

NY Fed's
Empire Manuf. 
beat 
expectations; 
3rd highest 
since 2009

U.K. inflation 
hit 10-year 
high; Canada's
inflation hit 18-
year high

As cases continued
to surge across 
Europe, Austria 
announced a new 
national lockdown 
and Germany said 
similar measures 
couldn't be ruled 
out

A couple of Fed Governors talked 
about the possible need to quicken 
the taper amid fast inflation

President Biden announced 
he would nominate Fed 
Chair Powell for a second 
term, promote Governor 
Brainard to Vice Chair

U.S. will release 
50mm bbls of crude 
from the SPR as part 
of coordinated effort 
with several other 
countries to address 
rising energy prices

Yields fell as global risk markets 
careened lower on reports of a new 
Covid-19 variant with a significant 
number of mutations; despite lack of 
data on actual health effects, 
governments began to restrict travel to 
many countries in southern Africa

New jobless claims hit a new 
low since 1969; PCE inflation 
matched a 30-year high

Despite variant risk, 
Fed's Powell said 
tapering could be 

wrapped up "a few 
months sooner"
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Value
Dow Jones 34,484 -3.73% i 1.89% h 12.67% h
S&P 500 4,567 -0.83% i 6.02% h 21.59% h
Nasdaq 15,538 0.25% h 7.54% h 20.56% h

Stoxx Europe 600 463 -2.64% i 1.79% h 16.02% h
China CSI 300 4,832 -1.56% i -0.71% i -7.28% i
Nikkei 225 27,822 -3.71% i -5.54% i 1.38% h

Yield

U.S. 2-year 0.57% 6.8 h 29.0 h 44.4 h
U.S. 5-year 1.16% -2.4 i 19.5 h 79.9 h
U.S. 10-year 1.44% -10.8 i -4.3 i 53.1 h

German 10-year -0.35% -24.3 i -15.0 i 22.0 h
U.K. 10-year 0.81% -22.5 i -21.3 i 61.2 h
French 10-year 0.01% -25.9 i -14.4 i 34.9 h
Italian 10-year 0.97% -20.1 i 11.1 h 42.6 h
Japanese 10-year 0.06% -4.2 i -1.5 i 3.6 h

Value
WTI Crude 66.18$ -20.81% i -11.80% i 36.40% h
U.S. Dollar 95.99 1.99% h 1.87% h 6.73% h
Gold Spot 1,775 -0.50% i 1.00% h -6.52% i
Commodity Index 95.80 -7.31% i -4.92% i 22.73% h

Existing Home Sales MoM New Home Sales MoM Core Retail Sales

ISM Manufacturing Manufacturing Production

INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in any way guaranteed, and it, together with any
opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time. This has been prepared for
general information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or institution. This information is, by its very
nature, incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to the appropriateness of investing in any securities or
investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is dependent on the occurrence of future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results
achieved during the projection period may vary from the projections. Interest rate swaps and derivatives are offered and sold via Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products, LLC. The firm may have
positions, long or short, in any or all securities mentioned.  Member FINRA/SIPC.
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Payrolls were expected +450k and there were +253k in revisions; the 
unemployment rate declined as labor force participation remained 

stagnant

Lowest since February

Both reports beat expectations, services with a new all-time 
high; supply issues remain

Expected +0.9%; strength 
was broad across most 

categories

Manufacturing was expected +0.9%, hit its 
highest level since March 2019; autos

recovered to boost production

Fastest since 1991

Existing home sales rose unexpectedly while 
new home sales look softer than previously 

estimated

New record; however, goods 
trade deficit in October narrowed 

sharply as exports jumped


